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Perirhinal and Parahippocampal Cortices Differentially
Contribute to Later Recollection of Object- and
Scene-Related Event Details
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How the different elements of our experiences are encoded into episodic memories has remained one of the major questions in memory
research. Although the pivotal role of the medial temporal lobe as a whole for memory formation is well established, much controversy
surrounds the precise contributions of the subregions in the medial temporal lobe cortex (MTLC), most notably the perirhinal cortex
(PrC) and the parahippocampal cortex (PhC). Although one prominent view links PrC processes with familiarity-based memory and PhC
with recollection, an alternative organizing principle is the representational domain critical for successful memory performance (e.g.,
object- versus scene-related information). In this functional magnetic resonance imaging study, we directly compared successful source
encoding during object versus scene imagery, holding perceptual input constant across the two representational domains. Although the
hippocampus contributed to associative encoding of both object and scene information, our results revealed a clear double dissociation
between PrC and PhC for object- versus scene-related source encoding. In particular, PrC, but not PhC, encoding activation predicted later
source memory for the object imagery task, whereas PhC, but not PrC, encoding activation predicted later source memory for the scene
imagery task. Interestingly, the transitional zone between PrC and posterior PhC contributed to both object and scene source encoding,
possibly reflecting a gradient in domain preference along MTLC. In sum, these results strongly point to representational domain as a key
factor determining the involvement of different MTLC subregions during successful episodic memory formation.

Introduction
How are our rich everyday life experiences encoded into lasting
memory traces? Although the pivotal role of the medial temporal
lobe (MTL) for episodic memory is well established, much controversy still surrounds the precise contributions of different
MTL subregions, most notably the hippocampus and the adjacent parahippocampal gyrus (PhG), including perirhinal cortex
(PrC) and parahippocampal cortex (PhC) (for review, see Squire
et al., 2004; Davachi, 2006; Eichenbaum et al., 2007).
One fruitful approach in delineating the roles of MTL subregions has focused on the different phenomenological states contributing to recognition memory (i.e., stimulus familiarity and
recollection of associated event details) (Mandler, 1980; Jacoby,
1991; Yonelinas, 2002). Specifically, it has been suggested that,
whereas the hippocampus supports associative or contextual recollection, PrC supports familiarity-based item memory (Brown
and Aggleton, 2001; Diana et al., 2007; Eichenbaum et al., 2007;
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Mayes et al., 2007). Support for this distinction has come from
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies showing
that encoding activation in PrC correlates with later memory for
the studied item (e.g., a word or an object), whereas hippocampal
and PhC encoding activation correlates with source memory for
spatial/contextual episodic details (Davachi et al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2004; Kensinger and Schacter, 2006; Dougal et al.,
2007).
An alternative account of MTL function is based on the notion
that different stimulus representations/domains are differentially
processed by distinct MTL subregions (“representational account”) (Davachi, 2006). Evidence for domain-based heterogeneity in the MTL has been provided by lesion studies in rats and
monkeys (Meunier et al., 1993; Eacott et al., 1994; Wan et al.,
2001; Alvarado and Bachevalier, 2005) (for review, see Eacott and
Gaffan, 2005) as well as neuropsychological (Lee at al., 2005;
Taylor et al., 2007) and functional imaging (Pihlajamäki et al.,
2004; Awipi and Davachi, 2008; Litman et al., 2009) studies in
humans. Specifically, PrC and PhC have been shown to be differentially responsive to object versus scene stimuli, respectively,
consistent with neuroanatomical studies in primates revealing
differential amounts of input from object (ventral)- and scenespecific (dorsal) processing streams to these regions (Suzuki and
Amaral, 1994).
The current study was designed to directly test whether episodic
encoding of information from different representational domains is
supported by different MTL subregions. To this end, we used a
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source encoding paradigm in which the tobe-remembered source information (the
task performed during the study episode)
was either object or scene related, with the
perceptual input being identical (see Fig. 1).
If the representational domain of the criterial event information indeed modulates the
involvement of different MTL subregions,
one would expect successful encoding of
object-related source details to be supported
by PrC, whereas successful encoding of
scene-related source details might be supported by PhC.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty-two (nine female) righthanded native English speakers with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision participated in the
experiment (mean age, 24 years; range, 18 –32).
Informed consent was obtained in a manner
approved by the Institutional Review Board at
New York University, and subjects were paid
for their participation. Three subjects were excluded from all analyses because of early termination of the experiment.
Stimuli. The stimulus set consisted of 336
English adjectives, 224 of which served as study
items and 112 of which served as lures during a
recognition memory test. To select these adjectives, we had five subjects rate the difficulty of
imagining a set of 496 adjectives as either an object or a scene (between-subjects design) on a
Figure 1. Task design. During encoding (top), subjects were presented with adjectives and had to vividly imagine, depending
five-point scale (see below). The rating for each
on the cue, a scene (such as a garbage dump for “SCENE-dirty”) or an object (such as an amplifier for “OBJECT-loud”) described by
adjective was then z-transformed within subjects,
the adjective. Scene and object trials were randomly intermixed, and each trial contained a rating period, in which the success of
and a difference score for object versus scene
the mental imagery was evaluated on a five-point scale. Encoding trials alternated with an active baseline task (arrows task). The
imagery was calculated across subjects. The 336
unscanned surprise memory test (bottom) consisted of an item recognition part (old/new judgments on adjectives) followed by a
adjectives with the smallest difference scores,
source memory test, asking subjects to indicate the type of imagery (object or scene) they had engaged in during encoding
meaning adjectives that were most similarly
(including confidence ratings).
imaginable for objects and scenes across subjects, were included in the final stimulus list
the failure to come up with a vivid mental image and 4 indicates that you
(mean difference score, 0.39). Thus, we controlled for imagery difficulty
successfully conjured up a vivid and detailed mental image.”
across object and scene trials. For counterbalancing purposes, these 336
After the encoding session, subjects were given an unscanned and
adjectives were divided into three lists of 112 adjectives each, and the
self-paced surprise recognition memory test (Fig. 1), consisting of all 224
assignment of “object image,” “scene image,” or “test lure” to each adpreviously presented adjectives as well as 112 novel adjectives (lures).
jective was rotated across subjects.
First, subjects were instructed to indicate whether the adjective was old
Procedure. For each scanned 5 s encoding trial, subjects were presented
(presented during the encoding session) or new (not presented during
with an adjective in black letters on a white background along with the
the encoding session). For adjectives endorsed as old, subjects were then
cue “OBJECT” or “SCENE” above the adjective (Fig. 1). The order of
prompted to indicate the imagery task with which they had encountered
object and scene trials was randomized. After 3.5 s, the adjective and cue
the adjective (object or scene imagery) including confidence ratings. Andisappeared and a rating screen was displayed for the remaining 1.5 s,
swer options were “sure object”—“unsure object”—“?”—“unsure
showing the cue “RATING” followed by the options “0 —1—2—3— 4.”
scene”—“sure scene.” Note that subjects were not forced to guess but
Subjects were instructed to vividly imagine an object or a scene (dependcould indicate they do not know the corresponding source (“?” reing on the cue) that could be described by the adjective for the entire 3.5 s
sponse). This testing protocol was used to sort the scanned encoding
and to indicate their success in the remaining 1.5 s via a button press.
trials based on successful and unsuccessful source encoding as a function
Trials for which no response was given within the 1.5 s answering period
of representational domain (object vs scene trials). Successful and unsucwere excluded from all analyses (average, 3 ! 1% across subjects). We
cessful source encoding were operationalized by considering both accuencouraged subjects to focus only on objects or scenes, respectively, by
racy and confidence during the subsequent source test: Trials leading to
instructing, “. . . For example, if the adjective is ‘dirty’ and the cue is
correct–“sure” responses were defined as successful source encoding and
‘object,’ you should vividly imagine a dirty object, such as a full garbage
trials leading to incorrect–“unsure” or “?” responses were defined as
can. Conversely, if the cue is ‘scene,’ you should vividly imagine a dirty
unsuccessful source encoding. Correct– unsure and incorrect–sure rescene or place, such as a garbage dump or a messy room. It is crucial that,
sponses were not included in the analysis because of the ambiguous
for object trials, you only focus on imagining an object, without embedcombination of accuracy and confidence. However, the results reported
ding it into a scene image. For scene trials, please avoid incorporating
below remain the same when segmenting trials into “correct” versus
people into the scene if at all possible. Instead, focus on imagining a vivid
“?/incorrect” source memory, without taking confidence ratings into
spatial environment that describes the adjective.” For the imagery rating,
account. The item recognition component allowed us to isolate source
the instructions were as follows: “To rate the quality of your mental
memory by including only trials with successful item memory (i.e.,
image, decide where it would fit on a scale from 0 to 4, where 0 indicates
“hits”), but, since we are interested in differential source encoding effects
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across MTL regions, trials leading to unsuccessful item memory (i.e.,
“misses”) are not considered further herein. Thus, to reiterate, our main
conditions of interest were (1) successful source encoding, object trials;
(2) unsuccessful source encoding, object trials; (3) successful source encoding, scene trials; and (4) unsuccessful source encoding, scene trials,
together representing a 2 (successful vs unsuccessful source encoding) "
2 (object vs scene trials) factorial design.
MRI scanning and data analysis. Scanning was performed on a 3T
Siemens Allegra MRI system using a whole-head coil. Functional data
were acquired using a gradient-echo, echo-planar pulse sequence (repetition time, 1500 ms; echo time, 30 ms; 27 slices oriented perpendicular
to the hippocampal axis; 3 " 3 " 3 mm voxel size; 0.6 mm interslice gap;
317 volume acquisitions per run). The first eight volumes of each run
were discarded to allow for magnetic field stabilization. High-resolution
T1-weighted (magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo)
images were collected for anatomical visualization. Foam padding was
used to minimize head motion. Visual stimuli were projected onto a
screen that was viewed through a mirror, and responses were collected
with a magnet-compatible button box placed under the subject’s left
hand.
The scanned encoding portion of the experiment was divided into
eight runs, each encoding run consisting of 28 trials. Stimuli were presented in a slow event-related fashion, with each encoding trial followed
by a sensorimotor baseline task [“arrows task” (Stark and Squire, 2001)].
Here, a sequence of arrows that randomly pointed to the left or to the
right for 1 s was presented for the length of a baseline trial (10 –13 s), and
subjects pressed the left middle finger key if the arrow pointed to the left
and the left index finger key if it pointed to the right.
Data were analyzed using SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, London, UK). During preprocessing, images were corrected
for differences in slice acquisition timing, followed by motion correction
across all runs. Structural images were coregistered to mean functional
images resulting from motion correction. For the standard whole-brain
analysis (see below), preprocessing further included spatial normalization of the coregistered structural image to a T1 template provided in
SPM5. The resulting normalization parameters were then applied to the
functional images, followed by spatial smoothing with a 6 mm full-width,
half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.
For statistical analyses, we used two separate analysis approaches:
First, to assess the pattern of activation across the PhG while taking each
subject’s MTL anatomy into account, we used a hand-drawn anatomical
region of interest (ROI) approach. Here, data were not normalized or
smoothed during preprocessing. Based on each subject’s T1-weighted
structural scan, we segmented the PhG into three equidistant portions:
an anterior portion (ant-PhG) covering PrC, a posterior portion (postPhG) covering PhC, and a mid-PhG portion covering the transition
between PrC and PhC. Anatomical demarcation was performed according to Insausti et al. (1998) and Pruessner et al. (2002), starting at the
most anterior portion of the PrC and ending at the most posterior portion of the PhC at the level of the posterior hippocampus. For each
condition of interest, percentage signal change relative to baseline was
extracted within the resulting six ROIs (left and right ant-PhG, mid-PhG,
post-PhG) via the MarsBaR toolbox (Brett et al., 2002).
Second, to complement the ROI analysis and to query additional
MTL regions, we used a standard whole-brain general linear model
(GLM) approach. Here, neural activity was modeled via boxcar functions spanning the 3.5 s imagery period and convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function together with its first-order
temporal derivative. The resulting vectors were then entered as regressors into a fixed-effects GLM together with nuisance regressors
modeling run means and scanner drift after concatenating the eight encoding runs. Parameter estimates (!-weights) for each condition of interest were derived for each subject and carried forward to a second-level
group analysis. Here, individual subjects’ !-weights for the four conditions of interest were entered into a repeated-measures ANOVA, and
domain preference during source encoding was assessed via directed
contrast and masking analyses (further detailed below).
Additional behavioral study. Given our behavioral results (see below),
we conducted a separate behavioral study to directly assess the contribu-
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tions of recollection and familiarity to source memory decisions in the
current paradigm. Eleven (seven female) right-handed native English
speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the
experiment (mean age, 22 years; range, 19 –26). Informed consent was
obtained in a manner approved by the Institutional Review Board at New
York University, and subjects were paid for their participation. One subject was excluded from all analyses for not responding on 34% of the
trials and only giving imagery ratings of 4 on the remaining trials. The
results, however, are unaffected by inclusion or exclusion of that subject.
The same adjectives were used as in the main fMRI experiment. The
encoding procedures were modified in two ways: first, we reduced the
duration of the intervening arrows trials to 4 s. Second, because we did
not use lures during retrieval, all 336 adjectives were shown during the
encoding session. Importantly, we modified the testing protocol to directly assess recollection and confidence levels for subjects’ source memory answers. On being presented with an adjective, subjects had six
response options: recollect object— high confidence object—low confidence object—low confidence scene— high confidence scene—recollect
scene. Subjects were instructed to use recollection and confidence in the
following manner: “Recollection indicates that you recall specific details
about the study phase including memory for the mental image that you
generated on the study trial or any other details about the study phase
that indicates whether you imagined an object or a scene. High and
low confidence indicate that you are very sure or moderately sure,
respectively, that you imagined an object or a scene, without being
able to recollect specific details. Is this distinction clear? Please explain in your own words.” As for the main fMRI study, the retrieval
portion was self-paced.

Results
Behavioral results
First, we assessed whether imagery success during encoding varied as
a function of the representational domain by comparing the proportion of object to scene trials for each rating level (0–4). A repeatedmeasures ANOVA with the factors domain (object, scene) and
rating (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) revealed no main effect of domain (F(1,18) # 1.66;
p $ 0.20) or domain by rating interaction (F(4,72) # 1.17; p $
0.32), indicating that, for no rating level, was there a higher proportion of object or scene trials. The overall imagery rating was
2.54 (!0.07), and as expected, imagery ratings correlated positively with subsequent source memory. In particular, the proportion of successful to unsuccessful source encoding increased
stepwise with increasing imagery rating: 52, 54, 65, 72, and 80%
for ratings 0 – 4 (F(4,72) # 33.98; p % 0.001). However, as there
was no interaction between imagery rating and domain on the
proportion of successful source encoding (F(4,72) # 0.51; p $
0.72) and since our question focuses on differential source encoding effects across representational domains, imagery ratings
will not be considered further here.
During the recognition test, 78% (SEM, 2%) of all old adjectives were correctly identified as old (hits), whereas 87% (SEM,
2%) of all new adjectives (lures) were correctly identified as new
(“correct rejections”). Of all hits, the correct source, namely
whether the adjective had been associated with object or scene
imagery during encoding, was correctly remembered for 70%
(SEM, 3%). Performance on item recognition and source tests
was comparable for object and scene trials, reflected in the absence of an interaction between domain (object, scene) by memory test performance (item, source) (F(1,18) # 2.47; p $ 0.12). The
overall proportion of correct source trials (of all hits) was virtually identical across representational domains: 70.1% (!2.5%)
for object trials and 70.2% (!3.3%) for scene trials (t(18) # 0.02;
p $ 0.97), which was markedly above chance (assuming a chance
rate of 50% when not considering the “?” response option) for
both trial types (both t(18) $ 6.12; p % 0.001). Interestingly, when
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considering confidence ratings for correct source decisions, object trials showed a trend of entailing a larger proportion of correct sure responses (51% for object trials vs 46% for scene trials,
taken as the proportion of all item hits; t(18) # 1.97, p # 0.06).
In light of the aforementioned phenomenological account
(familiarity vs recollection), it is unclear whether the higher proportion of correct sure responses for object source memory is
driven by enhanced feelings of familiarity or by recollection of
specific details for object trials. We thus conducted a separate
behavioral study to directly assess the contributions of recollection and familiarity to source memory decisions (for details, see
Materials and Methods). As in the imaging study, there was no
difference between object and scene trials with respect to imagery
success (F(4,36) # 1.11; p $ 0.36), and overall source accuracy was
&70% [69% (!4%) for object trials and 71% (!3%) for scene
trials (t(9) # 0.49; p $ 0.63)], ensuring comparability between the
behavioral and the main fMRI study. Critically, of all memory
outcomes, object trials yielded a significantly higher proportion
of correct “recollect” responses than scene trials (38 vs 18%; t(9) #
4.48; p % 0.005) (supplemental Fig. S5, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The same pattern was
obtained when taking the proportion of correct recollect responses from all correct source responses only [i.e., correct recollect/(correct recollect ' correct high confidence ' correct low
confidence); 55 vs 25%; t(9) # 4.55; p % 0.005] or when taking the
proportion of correct recollect responses from correct recollect
and correct “high confidence” responses only [correct recollect/
(correct recollect ' correct high confidence); 72 vs 50%; t(9) #
4.09; p % 0.005]. Conversely, correct source memory for scene
trials was accompanied by significantly higher levels of familiarity
than source memory for object trials, regardless of whether familiarity was calculated as (1) correct low confidence/all responses,
(2) correct low confidence/(1 ( correct recollect), or (3) (correct
high confidence ' correct low confidence)/(1 ( correct recollect) (all t(9) $ 2.65; p % 0.05), where (2) and (3) are analogous to
the “independent-K” procedure (Yonelinas and Jacoby, 1995).
Of course, it is possible that successful source memory may also
be accompanied by higher levels of familiarity than unsuccessful
source memory in general. Nevertheless, the current data
strongly suggest that source memory for object trials included
high levels of recollection in our paradigm.
Imaging results
Anatomical ROI analysis
As a first approach, the peristimulus percentage signal change
was extracted for our four conditions of interest (successful vs
unsuccessful source encoding for object and scene trials) across
each subject’s PhG (ant-PhG, mid-PhG, post-PhG) (example
shown in Fig. 2). Statistics were calculated on the average of time
points 3 and 4 (corresponding to 4.5– 6 s) after stimulus onset,
which represented the peak time points of the hemodynamic
response collapsed across all ROIs and conditions (supplemental Fig. S1 A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) [note that the pattern of results did not
depend on the exact choice of time points included for statistical analysis (supplemental Fig. S1 B, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material)].
To assess domain preference across the PhG, we conducted a
repeated-measures ANOVA including the factors hemisphere (left,
right), region (ant-PhG, mid-PhG, post-PhG), domain (object,
scene), and source encoding (successful, unsuccessful). Most critically, results revealed a significant region by domain by source encoding interaction (F(2,36) # 13.97; p % 0.001). Because this
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interaction did not further interact with the factor hemisphere
(F(2,36) # 0.17; p $ 0.84), data from left and right hemisphere
ROIs were pooled for subsequent analyses. To unpack this triple
interaction, we next compared source encoding effects for object
and scene trials separately for each of the three PhG segments.
Results revealed that the ant-PhG region (covering PrC) showed
a significant source encoding effect for object trials (t(18) # 4.23; p %
0.001), but not for scene trials (t(18) # 0.23; p $ 0.47), whereas the
exact inverse pattern was seen in the post-PhG region (covering
PhC), showing a significant source encoding effect for scene trials
(t(18) # 3.14; p % 0.01), but not for object trials (t(18) # 0.16; p $
0.86) (Fig. 2). Finally, the mid-PhG region (covering the transition between PrC and PhC) showed source encoding effects for
both object and scene trials (both t(18) $ 2.28; p % 0.05). Note
that we used unsmoothed data for the ROI analysis, ruling out the
possibility that the mid-PhG pattern might be attributable to
spillover from the domain-preferential source encoding effects
seen in the anterior and posterior PhG ROIs. The underlying time
course data for both hemispheres are presented in supplemental
Figure S1 B (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In sum, the ROI analysis revealed a striking double dissociation between PrC and PhC for successful source encoding
during object and scene trials, respectively.
We also conducted the same analysis without the mid-PhG
transition zone, segmenting each subject’s PhG only into PrC and
PhC according to Insausti et al. (1998) and Pruessner et al. (2002)
(example shown in supplemental Fig. S2, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). After the procedure described above, the repeated-measures ANOVA (now with only
two levels of the factor region—PrC and PhC) again revealed a
significant region by domain by source encoding interaction
(F(1,18) # 14.25; p % 0.005). Because this interaction did not
further interact with the factor hemisphere either (F(2,36) # 0.99;
p $ 0.32), data from left and right hemisphere ROIs were pooled
for subsequent analyses. Source encoding effects for object and
scene trials were then compared separately for the PrC and PhC
ROIs. Replicating the results reported above, PrC showed a significant source encoding effect for object trials (t(18) # 4.01; p %
0.001), but not for scene trials (t(18) # 1.20; p $ 0.23), whereas
PhC showed a significant source encoding effect for scene trials
(t(18) # 3.16; p % 0.01), but not for object trials (t(18) # 0.80; p $
0.42). In sum, our results show that, although a coarse segmentation of the PhG into PrC and PhC reveals strong evidence for
domain preference during successful source encoding, the anatomical area of transition between these regions shows significant, albeit less pronounced, source encoding effects for both trial
types.
Standard GLM approach
To complement the ROI analysis and to reveal potential source
encoding effects beyond our predefined regions of interest, we
used a voxelwise GLM approach. To identify domain preference
in a stringent, one-step procedure, we performed contrasts together with exclusive masking. Specifically, to identify MTL regions supporting domain-preferential source encoding for object
trials, we set up the contrast “successful $ unsuccessful source
encoding, object trials” and masked the results exclusively with
the contrast “successful $ unsuccessful source encoding, scene
trials.” The inverse contrast/masking procedure was applied to
reveal scene-preferential source encoding regions. Statistical
parametric maps were initially thresholded at p % 0.001 (uncorrected) with a minimum of 5 contiguous voxels, and results were
corrected for multiple comparisons via small volume correction
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0.001 1/2 (5 contiguous voxels minimum).
Consistent with the results from our ROI
analysis, domain-general source encoding
effects were seen in bilateral mid-PhG regions (Fig. 3B). Importantly, domaingeneral source encoding effects were also
seen in the hippocampus (Fig. 3B). It is
interesting to note that, whereas scene trials generally elicited greater hippocampal
engagement (main effect of representational domain; F(1,18) # 5.83, p % 0.05),
the source encoding effects (i.e., the difference between successful and unsuccessful source encoding) were equally
pronounced for object and scene trials, reflected by a main effect of source encoding
(F(1,18) # 16.74; p % 0.001) in the absence of
a domain by source encoding interaction
(F(1,18) # 0.09; p $ 0.76). This finding corroborates the proposed role of this region in
associative/source binding regardless of representational domains (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Davachi, 2006; Konkel and
Cohen, 2009).
Episodic encoding versus mental imagery
One potential concern about our current paradigm is to what extent the
source encoding effects we observed reflect “true” episodic encoding as opposed to merely reflecting successful
Figure 2. Transition of domain-specific source encoding effects along MTLC revealed via anatomical ROI analyses. Top, Example mental imagery. This question is of parsegmentation of the PhG into anterior (A) (covering perirhinal cortex), mid (B), and posterior (C) (covering parahippocampal ticular importance since, behaviorally,
cortex) portions. Bottom, Bar graphs representing mean ('SEM) peak percentage signal change for successful (filled bars) and imagery success was strongly correlated
unsuccessful (striped bars) object (blue) and scene (red) source encoding trials. !p % 0.05; n.s., not significant.
with later memory performance. To assess
whether successful source encoding in
PrC and PhC is independent of mental
(SVC) (Worsley et al., 1996), using a hand-drawn small volume
imagery,
we
set
up
another
GLM in which two parametric modmask covering the hippocampus and the parahippocampal gyrus
ulators
(Büchel
et
al.,
1998)
were entered for object and scene
bilaterally (1319 voxels) (supplemental Fig. S3, available at www.
trials
as
follows:
(1)
a
parametric
modulator reflecting the mental
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Note that we used a very
imagery
success
(ranging
from
0
to 4) and (2) a parametric modliberal threshold for the exclusive mask ( p % 0.1, uncorrected; no
ulator
reflecting
the
source
encoding
success (coding “unsuccessextent threshold), rendering the assessment of domain preferful
source
encoding”
as
1
and
“successful
source encoding” as 2)
ence more conservative.
across trials. The key aspect of this analysis is that, when sequenFirst, the only cluster that emerged from the object-preferential
tially entering two parametric modulators, the second modulator
source encoding analysis was located in the right PrC (Fig. 3A) [peak
gets orthogonalized with respect to the first (i.e., variance comMontreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates: 33, (6, (30],
mon to both modulators will be assigned to the mental imagery
surviving correction for multiple comparisons (SVC) in the MTL
modulator). Hence, a parameter estimate for the source encoding
volume at pcorrected % 0.05. Second, the only cluster that emerged
modulator greater than zero after orthogonalization reflects a
from the scene-preferential source encoding analysis was located
significant contribution to source encoding independent from
in the right PhC (Fig. 3A) (peak MNI coordinates: 27, (36, (9),
(or unaccountable by) mental imagery. To statistically assess
again surviving correction for multiple comparisons in the MTL
imagery-independent source encoding effects in PrC and PhC,
volume at pcorrected % 0.05. Thus, the GLM approach accurately
the parameter estimates for the orthogonalized source encoding
mirrored the anatomical ROI results described above, revealmodulator were extracted from the PrC and PhC clusters emerging object-preferential source encoding effects in PrC and
ing from the GLM analysis above. Critically, we observed the
scene-preferential source encoding effects in PhC.
same double dissociation between PrC and PhC source encoding
To add to the analysis for domain-preferential source encodeffects during object and scene trials. In PrC, the parameter esing effects, we asked whether any other MTL regions would show
timate for the orthogonalized source encoding modulator was
“domain-general” source encoding effects in our paradigm (i.e.,
significantly greater than zero for object trials (t(18) # 4.60;
show source encoding effects for both object and scene trials).
p % 0.001) but not for scene trials (t(18) # 0.19; p $ 0.85),
Domain-general source encoding effects were identified by incluwhereas in PhC the estimate was significantly greater than
sively masking the contrast “successful $ unsuccessful source
zero for scene trials (t(18) # 2.33; p % 0.05) but not for object
encoding, object trials” with the contrast “successful $ unsuctrials (t(18) # (1.60; p $ 0.12). Again, the double dissociation
cessful source encoding, scene trials,” each thresholded at p %
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was confirmed via a significant region by domain interaction
(F(1,18) # 21.82; p % 0.001). In sum, these results rule out the
possibility that the effects we observed in PrC and PhC merely
reflect successful mental imagery and point to a direct role in
successful source encoding.
Task effects
Finally, given that the target stimulus during encoding (i.e.,
the adjective) was held perceptually constant and by itself did
not reflect different representational domains, a critical question was whether subjects indeed engaged in domain-specific
mental imagery. Although the fact that source memory was
clearly above chance suggests that subjects were able to successfully separate object from scene trials during the encoding
phase, we queried our imaging data for additional evidence for
object- and scene-specific imagery. We reasoned that regions
known to be preferentially involved in spatial/scene processing,
such as the “parahippocampal place area (PPA)” (Epstein and
Kanwisher, 1998), the retrosplenial cortex (RSc) (Vann et al.,
2009), or the hippocampus (Bird and Burgess, 2008), should be
more strongly engaged during scene compared with object trials,
whereas the inverse should be the case for regions preferentially
involved in object processing such as the “lateral occipital complex (LOC)” (Malach et al., 1995). We thus directly compared, in
the context of the main repeated-measures ANOVA ( p % 0.001,
uncorrected; minimum of 5 contiguous voxels), all scene trials with
all object trials (regardless of subsequent memory performance).
Indeed, we found that, whereas scene trials were accompanied by
enhanced activation in PPA, RSc, and the hippocampus relative to
object trials, the inverse was true in LOC (supplemental Fig. S4,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Given
our restricted brain coverage (our slice prescription yielded a
limited field of view, not covering lateral parietal and inferior
frontal regions), this analysis should not be considered conclusive, but the dissociation between object and scene trials in
canonical object- and scene-processing “modules” further
suggests that subjects successfully engaged in domain-specific
imagery. In other words, although the perceptual input remained constant, our data indicate that subjects successfully
produced domain-specific cognitive representations during
object and scene imagery.

Discussion

Figure 3. Domain-specific (A) and domain-general (B) source encoding effects in the medial
temporal lobe revealed via contrast/masking procedures within the standard GLM approach.
Clusters are displayed on the mean anatomical scan across subjects. The bar graphs represent
mean ('SEM) !-weights across subjects (averaged across voxels within a cluster) for successful (filled bars) and unsuccessful (striped bars) object (blue) and scene (red) source encoding
trials. !p % 0.05; n.s., not significant.

This study was designed to elucidate the roles of medial temporal
lobe cortex (MTLC) regions, namely the PrC and PhC, during
successful memory formation. We used a source memory paradigm in which the criterial to-be-remembered episodic detail was
either object or scene related (Fig. 1), but the perceptual input
was held constant. Our data revealed a double dissociation between PrC and PhC during successful encoding of object- versus
scene-related source information, respectively (Figs. 2, 3). These
results strongly point to representational domain as a key factor
modulating the contribution of these regions to episodic memory
(Davachi, 2006).
Before discussing the results in more detail, a note on terminology. Throughout the paper, we use “source memory” to denote memory for whether the target adjective was encountered in
the object or scene imagery condition. However, the precise mnemonic evidence on which subjects base their response may vary
on a subject-by-subject and/or trial-by-trial basis. For instance, it
is conceivable that, for example, when seeing the adjective “loud”
at test, subjects remember an abstract context (“this was in the
object condition”/“I imagined some object”). Alternatively, sub-
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jects might recover a specific object representation they imagined
for “loud” (e.g., an amplifier), essentially being cued to recollect a
paired-associate object representation. Although we remain agnostic as to which exact strategy was used, we point out that
remembering the particular encoding task in which a target item
had been encountered has been used as the canonical “source”/
“context”/“recollection” assessment in the recent neuroimaging
literature (Davachi et al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2004; Gold et al.,
2006; Kensinger and Schacter, 2006; Dougal et al., 2007), and we
thus use “source memory” for consistency here.
Object preference in PrC
Based on animal studies as well as human neuropsychological
and functional imaging work, PrC processes have been intimately
linked with familiarity-based recognition (for review, see Brown
and Aggleton, 2001; Eichenbaum et al., 2007; Mayes et al., 2007).
Indeed, initial fMRI studies showed that, whereas activation in
the hippocampus and PhC correlated with later context/source
memory, activation in PrC did not correlate with these measures,
but instead predicted nonassociative item memory (Davachi et
al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2004; Kensinger and Schacter, 2006;
Dougal et al., 2007). However, in a series of recent fMRI studies,
we have shown that PrC encoding processes can support multiple
expressions of memory, including simple item as well as associative recognition, as long as the criterial event details defining item
or associative recognition are object related (e.g., an object’s
color) (Staresina and Davachi, 2006, 2008, 2010). These findings
suggested that PrC encoding processes can contribute to later
item familiarity as well as recollection of object- or item-related
details. It has been argued, however, that the associations supported by PrC reflect rather inflexible, “unitized” representations, which in turn are more likely to be accompanied by
familiarity than by recollection (Haskins et al., 2008; Diana et al.,
2010). However, in our current paradigm, we found PrC source
encoding effects when conditionalizing source memory on remembering the associated encoding task, which has been the
canonical assessment of recollection- rather than familiaritybased memory (Johnson et al., 1993; Davachi et al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2004; Kensinger and Schacter, 2006; Dougal et al.,
2007). Moreover, to directly quantify whether source memory for
object trials was supported by recollection in our paradigm, we
conducted a separate behavioral experiment in which we explicitly instructed subjects to differentiate between (1) recollecting specific event details and (2) being highly or moderately confident that
an adjective was encountered in one of the two encoding tasks. Intriguingly, results showed that correct source memory for object
trials was primarily accompanied by recollection (even more so than
source memory for scene trials) (supplemental Fig. S5, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Together, although
the current experiment was not designed to assess the contribution
of PrC to familiarity-based recognition, the results strongly support
the conclusion that PrC encoding processes contribute to recollection of object-related event details.
Finally, it should be noted that, although PrC encoding
activation did not correlate with successful source encoding
for scene trials in this paradigm, we are cautious about inferring object specificity rather than object preference in PrC. For
instance, a recent fMRI study by Montaldi et al. (2006) showed
PrC sensitivity to recognition memory for scene stimuli. Although that study assessed item recognition rather than source
memory and reported retrieval rather than encoding data, it suggests that PrC may contribute to scene-related memory under
certain circumstances.
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Scene preference in (posterior) PhC
In contrast to PrC, PhC has consistently been implicated in
source/contextual recollection of event details (Davachi, 2006;
Diana et al., 2007; Ranganath, 2010). Importantly, source/context memory has hitherto been used in a domain-general sense, in
line with results suggesting that PhC supports memory for both
spatial and nonspatial contexts (Bar and Aminoff, 2003; Aminoff
et al., 2007). Critically, however, although the data reported by
Aminoff et al. (2007) showed spatial as well as nonspatial context
effects in a mid-PhG region (labeled anterior PhC in their report), context effects in posterior portions of PhG were restricted
to spatial information. Our current results fit nicely with this
pattern: When segmenting the PhG into PrC and PhC only, PhC
source encoding effects were domain preferential, correlating
with later memory for scene but not for object trials. Critically,
however, a more fine-grained segmentation of the PhG revealed
that, whereas the posterior portion of PhG (covering PhC) still
showed scene-preferential source encoding effects, a more anterior PhG region, covering the anatomical transition from anterior PhC to posterior PrC, showed domain-general source
encoding effects (i.e., predicted successful source memory for
both object and scene trials). Together, these data suggest that the
intermediate area between PrC and PhC may support encoding
of both spatial/scene and nonspatial/object associations. In sum,
our results are consistent with the notion that PhC supports
source/contextual encoding (Davachi, 2006; Diana et al., 2007;
Ranganath, 2010) but importantly highlight differences between
anterior (domain-general) and posterior (scene-preferential)
PhC source/context encoding effects.
It deserves explicit mention that we observed the mid-PhG
domain-general source encoding effect not only in the standard
GLM analysis, but also in the ROI analysis in which we used
unnormalized and unsmoothed data. This ensures that the effect
is not the result of artifactual spillover from the domainpreferential patterns in anterior and posterior segments of PhG.
In terms of the functional architecture of the MTLC, this transitional zone might reflect a gradient in domain-preference along
the anterior–posterior extent of the PhG. Similar results have
been reported by Litman et al. (2009) in a blocked fMRI study
using a perceptual detection (one-back) task, showing a gradual
decrease of scene preference from posterior to anterior portions
of PhG.
Division of labor in the MTL during episodic
memory formation
In sum, our current results are in agreement with prevailing
frameworks postulating that involvement of specific MTL regions modulates the quality, rather than merely the strength of
the ensuing memory trace (Brown and Aggleton, 2001; Aggleton
and Brown, 2006; Davachi, 2006; Diana et al., 2007; Eichenbaum
et al., 2007; Mayes et al., 2007) (but see Squire et al., 2004, 2007).
Specifically, the hippocampus appears to be involved in source
encoding across multiple representational domains (Fig. 3B),
consistent with the idea that this region supports associative
memory in a domain-general manner (Prince et al., 2005; Uncapher et al., 2006; Staresina and Davachi, 2008, 2009; Preston et
al., 2010) (for review, see Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Davachi,
2006; Konkel and Cohen, 2009). Conversely, encoding mechanisms in the MTLC (in PrC and PhC) appear to be domain preferential, contributing to episodic memory as a function of the
stimulus representation needed for memory performance (Davachi, 2006) (Figs. 2, 3; supplemental Figs. S1, S2, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
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What are the functional interactions between the hippocampus and MTLC during successful memory formation?
With regard to our current paradigm, one conceivable scenario is that the effective binding of the adjective and the
associative/contextual details supporting later source memory
is accomplished by the hippocampus, drawing on the domainpreferential representations provided by MTLC regions (Jensen and Lisman, 2005). In that sense, the hippocampus might
represent a “convergence zone” for the domain-preferential
inputs provided by PrC and PhC. To further investigate the
functional dynamics within MTLC and between MTLC and
the hippocampus, enhanced temporal resolution, such as provided by electrophysiological studies in primates (Yanike et
al., 2009) or by intracranial EEG recordings in human epilepsy
patients (Fernández et al., 1999; Fell et al., 2001), would be
highly informative. Importantly, however, the current data
provide a critical cornerstone for this endeavor by elucidating
the functional segregation among different MTL subregions in
the service of episodic memory formation.
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